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Abstract—Discovering triangles in large graphs is a wellstudied area; however, both external-memory performance of
existing methods and our understanding of the complexity
involved leave much room for improvement. To shed light on this
problem, we first generalize the existing in-memory algorithms
into a single framework of 18 triangle-search techniques. We
then develop a novel external-memory approach, which we
call Pruned Companion Files (PCF), that supports operation of
all 18 algorithms, while significantly reducing I/O compared
to the common methods in this area. After finding the best
node-traversal order, we build an implementation around it
using SIMD instructions for list intersection and PCF for I/O.
This method runs 5-10 times faster than the best available
implementation and exhibits orders of magnitude less I/O. In
one of our graphs, the program finds 1 trillion triangles in 237
seconds using a desktop CPU.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Enormous size of modern datasets poses scalability challenges for a variety of algorithms and applications. One particular area affected by the explosion of big data is graph mining
and, more specifically, motif discovery in large networks.
Three-node cycles (i.e., triangles) have received the most
attention, attracting research interest for over 35 years [17]
and developing many applications in graph theory [4], [24],
[35], [36], [37], bioinformatics [18], [23], computer graphics
[12], databases [3], and social networks [5], [9], [40].
Until recently [38], little was known about the CPU cost
of triangle listing, its behavior under different acyclic orientations, and comparison across the different methods. Much of
the previous work [1], [14], [21] utilized O(.) bounds that were
exactly the same for all involved methods (i.e., vertex/edge
iterators). As it turns out [38], there are 18 algorithms for
traversing the nodes of a triangle and handling the neighbors,
which can be reduced to four equivalence classes from the
CPU-cost perspective, each with its own optimal orientation.
However, external-memory triangle listing remains largely
unexplored. Given the same 18 options, how many different
I/O classes are there, what node permutations do they require,
and is it possible for some methods to simultaneously achieve
optimal CPU and I/O complexity using the same orientation?
If m is the number of edges and M is RAM size, previous
implementations [2], [13], [14], [19] operate with a simple
I/O model that requires reading the graph m/M times, for a
total overhead of m2 /M . In theoretical development, better
bounds can be achieved using random coloring of the graph
[15], [26]; however, there are no implementations that use
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√
this method and the constants inside its bound O(m1.5 / M )
are unknown. What makes these two approaches similar is
that their performance does not depend on the traversal order
within each triangle or preprocessing manipulations applied to
the graph, which leaves little for additional investigation.
Instead, we show below that there exists a technique for
graph partitioning that maps the 18 triangle-listing algorithms
into six distinct classes, each of which possesses different
I/O performance characteristics that depend on the acyclic
orientation of the original graph. We call this framework
Pruned Companion Files (PCF) and demonstrate how all 18
methods can be combined under an umbrella of a single
algorithm. Taking into account both I/O and CPU cost [38], we
discover 16 unique ways to perform triangle listing in external
memory, none of which were known before.
While accurate modeling of I/O complexity is difficult,
we are still able to identify the best partitioning scheme,
deduce its optimal permutation, and prove that the amount
of data read from disk is min(m2 /M, O(m)) in random
graphs with Pareto degree sequences, where shape parameter
α > 4/3. Note that this is the first result with linear I/O bounds
under constant memory size. In contrast, both of the previous
techniques [14], [26] require M to scale at least as fast as m to
achieve the same performance. We also demonstrate that our
partitioning scheme keeps the number of list intersections and
table lookups unchanged compared to RAM-only methods,
which means that its runtime remains constant for all M as
long as I/O is not the bottleneck.
To test these developments in practice, we build an implementation that combines PCF with a novel application of
SIMD to edge iterator. Our solution, which we call PaCiFier, is
benchmarked on a variety of real-world graphs, including four
new ones that have not been examined for triangles before. Our
densest graph contains over 1T triangles, while the largest has
over 100B edges. Results show that PaCiFier is 1−2 orders of
magnitude faster than the best vertex iterator [14] and 5 − 10
times faster than the best edge iterator [13]. More importantly,
it achieves 10 − 50 times lower I/O complexity when RAM
size is small compared to m.
II. G ENERALIZED I TERATORS (GI)
Recent work [38] created a taxonomy of 18 vertex and
edge iterators. They use figures to highlight the intuitive
differences among the methods; however, the lacking formal
treatment makes it difficult to extend these results to externalmemory scenarios. We therefore introduce a new description
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framework, which we call Generalized Iterators (GI), that
explicitly encodes the traversal order in each triangle. This
allows us to parameterize a single algorithm to cover execution
of all alternative methods.
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A. Redundancy Elimination
(a) general case

Naive triangle-listing algorithms do not enforce order
among the neighbors, which results in extremely inefficient
operation. Besides discovering each triangle 3! = 6 times,
there are serious repercussions stemming from the fact that the
number of pairs checked at each node is a quadratic function
of its degree. Even on relatively small graphs, this can lead to
1000× more overhead than necessary [38].
The redundancy can be eliminated by converting the graph
into a directed version, in which quadratic complexity applies only to the out-degree (or in-degree, depending on the
method), whose second moments are kept significantly smaller
than those of undirected degree. Assume the nodes are first
shuffled using some algorithm and sequentially assigned IDs
from sequence (1, 2, . . . , n). This creates a total order across
the nodes and is often called relabeling. A directed graph is
then created, where out-neighbors of each node have smaller
labels and in-neighbors have larger. This step is called acyclic
orientation. Finally, in the directed graph, triangles ∆xyz are
listed in ascending order of the new labels, i.e., x < y < z.
This procedure generalizes all previous efforts in the field,
some of which perform only relabeling [21], [30], [32] and
others only orientation [2], [13], [14], [19], [30], [33], [34].
The drawbacks of not doing both are discussed in [38].

Fig. 1.
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Search-order operators in triangle listing.

C. Orientation
Define Ni to be the adjacency list of node i in Gθ and
di = |Ni | to be its undirected degree. In general, i ∈
/ Ni
because the graph is simple. Suppose the neighbors within
each Ni are sorted ascending by their ID and Gθ is kept
as a sequence of pairs {(i, Ni )}ni=1 . Our next goal is to
define notation that allows splitting arbitrary sets into values
smaller/larger than a given pivot. The most immediate use is
construction of in/out lists in the directed graph, but we will
encounter other applications shortly.
Suppose N is the set of natural numbers and consider two
finite sets S, T ⊆ N. Then, let
(T, S)+ = {j ∈ S|j ≤ max(T )}

(2)

be a subset of S that is bounded from above by the largest
value in T . When T consists of a single element i, we simply
write (i, S)+ . Similarly, define
(T, S)− = {j ∈ S|j ≥ min(T )}

(3)

to contain elements of S no smaller than the minimum in T .
Then, the out-list of i in the oriented graph is given by Ni+ :=
(i, Ni )+ , while the corresponding in-list by Ni− := (i, Ni )− .
When the +/− operator is specified by a variable φ, i.e.,
(T, S)φ , we say that S is φ-oriented by T . This notation can
be extended to other graph concepts. For example, Gφ
θ consists
of tuples {(i, Niφ )}, where i is the source node and Niφ is its
φ
neighbor list, and dφ
i := |Ni | is the corresponding degree in
the directed graph. Define 1 − φ to be the inverse of operator
φ, i.e., a plus becomes a minus and vice versa. It is then not
1−φ
difficult to see that Gφ
, i.e., reversing
θ′ is identical to Gθ
the permutation is equivalent to inverting the orientation.

B. Relabeling
Consider a simple (i.e., no self-loops) undirected graph G =
(V, E) with n nodes and m edges. Define θ to be a permutation
of node IDs that starts with the ascending-degree order and
re-writes the label of each node in position i to θ(i). Among
the n! possibilities, there are several named permutations [38],
which include ascending-degree θA (i) = i, descending-degree
θD (i) = n + 1 − i, round-robin
{
⌈ n+i
i is odd
2 ⌉
θRR (i) =
,
(1)
⌋
+
1
i
is even
⌊ n−i
2

D. Search Order

and complementary round-robin θCRR (i) = θRR (n + 1 − i),
each of which optimizes a different class of triangle-listing
methods [38]. The difference in CPU cost between the best and
worst permutations can be orders of magnitude. Even worse,
this ratio may be unbounded as n → ∞ [38]. For a given
permutation θ, define its reverse to be θ′ (i) = n + 1 − θ(i).
This is a useful concept that allows detection of equivalence
classes later in the paper.
Suppose Gθ is the relabeled graph under permutation θ. Its
construction typically requires sorting the degree sequence of
G using θ, re-writing the source nodes of each list, inverting
the graph using external memory, and re-writing the source
nodes again. It is also common during this process to drop all
nodes with degree one since they cannot be part of a triangle.

Given six different ways to permute the nodes of a triangle,
we next show how φ allows us to describe the various
trajectories during search that result in exactly one listing
of each triangle. Suppose i is the first visited node by an
algorithm, j ∈ Ni is the second, and k ∈ Ni is the last
one. The larger/smaller relationship between these nodes is
what differentiates the various traversal orders. All possible
combinations are captured by Fig. 1(a), where each dashed
arrow represents a φ-relationship between the two neighboring
nodes. If labeled with a plus, a dashed arrow indicates that
the source node is larger than the destination. The roles are
reversed when the label is a minus. Note that unlike our earlier
notation ∆xyz , where the order x < y < z was fixed, the
2

Algorithm 1: Generalized vertex iterator

Algorithm 3: Generalized scanning edge iterator

Function GVI (φ̄)
3
build hash table H with all directed edges from Gφ
θ
for i = 1 to n do
1
X = (i, Ni )φ1 ▹ neighbors of i in Gφ
θ (hit list)
2
Y = (i, Ni )φ2 ▹ same in Gφ
(local
list)
θ
foreach j ∈ X do
′
φ
3
Y = (j, Y )
▹ set Y φ3 -oriented by j
foreach k ∈ Y ′ do
if (j, k) ∈ H then report triangle ∆sort(ijk)

1
2
3
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Function GSEI (φ̄)
for i = 1 to n do
1
X = (i, Ni )φ1 ▹ neighbors of i in Gφ
θ (hit list)
2
(local
list)
Y = (i, Ni )φ2 ▹ same in Gφ
θ
foreach j ∈ X do
3
Z = (j, Nj )φ3 ▹ neighbors of j in Gφ
θ (remote list)
Y ′ = (j, Y )φ3 ▹ set Y φ3 -oriented by j
Z ′ = (i, Z)φ2 ▹ set Z φ2 -oriented by i
K = Intersect (Y ′ , Z ′ )
foreach k ∈ K do report triangle ∆sort(ijk)

Algorithm 2: Generalized lookup edge iterator
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

TABLE I
TAXONOMY OF V ERTEX /E DGE I TERATORS

Function GLEI (φ̄)
for i = 1 to n do
1
X = (i, Ni )φ1 ▹ neighbors of i in Gφ
θ (hit list)
2
Y = (i, Ni )φ2 ▹ same in Gφ
(local
list)
θ
add elements of Y to hash table H
foreach j ∈ X do
3
Z = (j, Nj )φ3 ▹ neighbors of j in Gφ
θ (remote list)
Z ′ = (i, Z)φ2 ▹ set Z φ2 -oriented by i
foreach k ∈ Z ′ do
if k ∈ H then report triangle ∆sort(ijk)
empty H

GVI
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6

GLEI
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6

GSEI
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6

Binary Search
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

Vector φ̄
+++
−++
−−−
++−
+−−
−−+

i
z
y
x
z
y
x

j
y
z
y
x
x
z

k
x
x
z
y
z
y

relationship between (ijk) is fluid, i.e., changed by parameter
φ̄ = (φ1 , φ2 , φ3 ).
Once the φ̄ vector is chosen, the dashed arrows become
oriented and are replaced with solid lines that specify greaterthan relationships among the nodes. One example is shown in
Fig. 1(b), where k > i > j. A simple rule to remember is that
a + keeps the direction of the dashed arrow, while a − reverses
it. Out of the 23 = 8 possible φ̄ vectors, two produce loops,
such as the one in Fig. 1(c). These are invalid because they
lead to a contradiction, e.g., k > i > j > k. The remaining
six combinations are studied next.

The last method is the generalized scanning edge iterator
(GSEI), which is described by Algorithm 3. It relies on
sequential traversal of neighbor lists to perform set intersection
in Line 9. This is in contrast to GLEI that uses hash tables for
this purpose. The rest of the algorithm is quite similar. Before
intersecting local and remote lists (Y, Z), the method orients
them in Lines 7-8 to be consistent with Fig. 1(a). Note that
the former is done by GVI and the latter by GLEI. In practice,
orientation of the local list Y imposes no additional overhead
since j monotonically increases within the loop, which is a
consequence of Niφ1 being sorted ascending. However, certain
GSEI traversal orders require a binary search in the remote list
Z to locate i [38].

E. Algorithms

F. Taxonomy

In Algorithm 1, we create the generalized vertex iterator
(GVI) that can handle all valid φ̄ vectors. The method starts
3
by populating all directed edges from Gφ
θ into a hash table.
The reason for using φ3 is that the algorithm performs lookups
of (j, k) against H, which we know from Fig. 1(a) have
relationship φ3 . Then, for each node i, GVI creates two sets –
the hit list X, from which j will be drawn, and the local list Y
consisting of neighbors k that may complete a triangle. From
Line 6, the algorithm examines every node j ∈ X, orients
Y using φ3 with respect to j, and checks the resulting pairs
(j, k) against the hash table. Note that Line 7 is important for
eliminating the possibility of redundancy.
The next technique is the generalized lookup edge iterator
(GLEI) whose operation is presented in Algorithm 2. The
main difference begins in line 5, where GLEI populates the
local list Y into a small hash table H. For each j ∈ X, the
method constructs a remote list Z consisting of j’s neighbors
according to φ3 , orients it by φ2 with respect to i, and checks
its members against H. GLEI and GVI perform the same
number of memory hits [38], with the only difference being
the time needed to clear the hash table in Line 11.

A combination of Algorithms 1-3 comprises our Generalized Iterators (GI) framework. Analysis above shows that
each of the main algorithms (i.e., GVI, GLEI, GSEI) admits
six traversal orders and that this classification is exhaustive
(i.e., no other patterns are possible). Table I assigns names
to all methods based on their φ̄, specifying whether the edge
iterators require a binary search and how to relate (ijk) to
(xyz). In prior literature, T1 can be found in [14], [19], [34],
E1 in [2], [13], [33], E2 in [21], [30], E3 in [6], [7], and E5
in [32]. Methods T1 -T3 , E1 , E3 , E4 are listed in [25].
While there are 18 techniques total, their CPU cost can be
reduced to just four non-isomorphic classes [38]; however, this
may no longer hold when I/O is taken into account. What can
be said for sure is that reversing θ, or similarly inverting φ̄,
produces an identical method from the I/O standpoint. This
allows reduction of scope to a subset of methods that cannot
be converted into each other through inversion of φ̄.
For example, keeping only methods that utilize G+
θ for
remote edges, i.e., φ3 is the plus operator, would eliminate
rows (3, 4, 5) in Table I. In that case, Fig. 2 shows the position
of the remaining 9 methods on a 2D plane, where the columns
3

optimal permutations
for CPU cost

Fig. 2.
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share the CPU cost, while the rows do the same for I/O. We
use analysis from [38] to position the columns in order of
increasing CPU complexity, with T1 being the best and E6
being the worst; however, it is currently unknown if the rows
do in fact differ in cost, whether they can be split into multiple
subrows depending on additional factors, and how their I/O
relates to each other. This is our next topic.

j∈Vl
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Y

(a) PCF-A

(b) PCF-B
Fig. 3.

Graph partitioning.

In general, triangle-partitioning schemes work by placing
one (or more) edges in some RAM buffer and then scanning
the disk for discovery of the remaining edges that complete
each triangle. Since node j and its neighbors k must be
retrieved using random access, one crucial observation is that
all methods require the remote edge (j, k) to be present in
RAM, while the other two lists (X, Y ) may be streamed from
disk sequentially. This framework, coupled with general φ
and the algorithms developed in this section, is what we call
Pruned Companion Files (PCF).
Assume the set of nodes V is divided into p pair-wise nonoverlapping and jointly exhaustive sets V = (V1 , . . . , Vp ). In
3
a method we call PCF-A, we split Gφ
θ along the destination
φ3
node of each pair (j, Nj ) to create a set of remote-edge
graphs

III. P RUNED C OMPANION F ILES (PCF)
This section presents a general family of disk-based algorithms that supports all of the methods in Table I. It also aims
to achieve better I/O complexity than prior approaches.
A. Overview
It is important to discuss the performance objectives of
external-memory algorithms before explaining our solution.
There are four metrics that contribute towards the runtime
of a method and its ability to handle large graphs. The first
is the triangle-identification time, which consists of lookups
against H in GVI/GLEI and intersection in GSEI (i.e., Lines
9, 10, 9, respectively). For a method M, suppose cn (M, θ) is
the number of elementary operations, which we call the CPU
cost, and r(M) is the speed of these operations in nodes/sec.
For a fixed pair (i, j), the CPU cost equals |Y ′ | for GVI,
|Z ′ | for GLEI, and |Y ′ | + |Z ′ | for GSEI. Then, the triangleidentification time is given by cn (M, θ)/r(M).
The second metric is the amount of I/O performed. Because
all reads are sequential, this overhead is measured by the
length of adjacency lists across all graphs participating in the
algorithm. The third metric is the number of lookups based on
hit list X (i.e., Lines 6, 6, 5), which is generally a function
of the partitioning scheme. This is in contrast to RAM-only
operation, where this value is always fixed at m, i.e., the
number of edges in Gθ . Finally, the last parameter is the
minimum amount of RAM supported by the method.
It is possible that some of these metrics are tradeoffs of
each other; however, if an ideal algorithm exists, it would
simultaneously beat the other methods in all four categories.

Grθ (l) = {(j, Njφ3 ∩ Vl )},

(4)

where l = 1, 2, . . . , p. In a method we call PCF-B, we do the
same along the source nodes
Grθ (l) = {(j, Njφ3 )|j ∈ Vl }.

(5)

These technique are illustrated in Fig. 3 and their properties
are given by the next result. See [11] for the omitted proofs.
Theorem 1: Algorithms 1-3 operating over PCF-A/B find
each triangle exactly once. Furthermore, the triangleidentification cost cn (M, θ) remains constant for all p.
This result shows that partitioning does not create any
additional list-intersection operations, which allows us to focus
on the remaining three objectives in the rest of the paper.
C. Partition Balancing
Assume M is the RAM size. To achieve the smallest p,
each partition size |Grθ (l)| must equal M , which requires
explicit balancing. Note that splitting the range [1, n] into
p = m/M equal-size bins fails to accomplish this objective
since permutation θ is degree-dependent. For example, with
θD , smaller node IDs indicate larger degree. Therefore, nodes
in the first bin may bring significantly more (or less depending
on φ3 ) edges into Grθ (l) than those in the last bin.
Balancing is accomplished by setting up boundaries
a1 , a2 , . . . , ap+1 such that a node is included in Vl if and only
if it belongs to [al , al+1 ). While a1 = 1 and ap+1 = n + 1 are

B. Graph Partitioning
Because GSEI explicitly maintains remote and local lists,
both GVI and GLEI can be viewed as its special cases that
replace one of the lists with a hash table. For example, GVI
uses H in place of scanning Z, while GLEI does the same
for scanning of Y . As a result, any I/O partitioning scheme
that handles GSEI can be adopted to work with the other two
algorithms without incurring additional overhead. Therefore,
our description of I/O techniques targets Algorithm 3.
4

Algorithm 4: One-pass graph partitioning
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Algorithm 5: Disk-based GSEI

Function PartitionGraph (method, φ̄, V)
for i = 1 to n do
1
X = (i, Ni )φ1 ▹ hit list from Gφ
θ
2
Y = (i, Ni )φ2 ▹ local list from Gφ
θ
3
Z = (i, Ni )φ3 ▹ remote list from Gφ
θ
for l = 1 to p do ▹ go through each partition
if method = PCF-A then
X = (Vl , X)1−φ3 ▹ hit list oriented by Vl
Y = Y ∩ Vl ▹ keep only nodes in Vl
Z = Z ∩ Vl ▹ keep only nodes in Vl
else
X = X ∩ Vl ▹ keep only nodes in Vl
Y = (Vl , Y )φ3 ▹ local list oriented by Vl
Z = Z · 1i∈Vl ▹ Z if i ∈ Vl and ∅ otherwise
Y ′ = Y ▹ local list to be written to Gcθ (l)
if Z ̸= ∅ then
write record (i, Z) into Grθ (l)
if φ1 = φ3 then
X = X\Z ▹ further prune X
if φ2 = φ3 then
Y ′ = Y \Z ▹ further prune Y
if X ̸= ∅ and Y ̸= ∅ and |X ∪ Y | ≥ 2 then
write record (i, X, Y ′ ) to Gcθ (l)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Algorithm 6: Modified GSEI intersection
1
2
3
4
5

obvious, the other values require more attention. For PCF-A
in Fig. 3(a), notice that inclusion of k into Vl implies that all
edges from list Nk1−φ3 are placed into Grθ (l). Therefore, we
must select the boundaries such that

6
7

al+1 −1

∑

3
d1−φ
= M,
k

3
which can be accomplished in one pass over G1−φ
. For PCFθ
B in Fig. 3(b), the roles of j, k are reversed, which leads to

al+1 −1
3
dφ
j = M.

Function ProcessOneNode (φ̄, i, X, Y )
foreach j ∈ X do
Z = H.find(j) ▹ remote list is always in RAM
Y ′ = (j, Y )φ3 ▹ set Y φ3 -oriented by j
Z ′ = (i, Z)φ2 ▹ set Z φ2 -oriented by i
K = Intersect (Y ′ , Z ′ )
foreach k ∈ K do report triangle ∆sort(ijk)

with the help of Fig. 3(a). Notice that PCF-A can (1 − φ3 )orient set X with respect to Vl without losing any relevant
nodes j. Similarly Line 13 uses an observation from Fig.
3(b) that PCF-B can φ3 -orient Y with respect to Vl without
omitting any essential nodes k.
In Lines 18-19, where φ1 = φ3 indicates that sets X and
Z may overlap, the algorithm drops redundant edges from X.
The same operation applies to Y in Lines 20-21. Finally, the
companion file receives triple (i, X, Y ′ ) if both hit list X and
local list Y are non-empty, and there exist at least two nodes
j ∈ X and k ∈ Y such that j ̸= k.
Note that when φ1 = φ2 , it is possible for X to overlap
with Y . An important aspect of these cases is that Y is always
φ3 -oriented against X. If additionally Y ′ ̸= ∅, either X ⊆ Y ′
or Y ′ ⊆ X holds. Not only that, but the smaller list is always
either at the bottom or top of the larger one. In such cases,
only their union X ∪ Y ′ is written to disk, with an additional
field indicating the offset that separates them. Algorithm 4
omits this detail to prevent clutter, but actual implementations
should take it into account.
The main search function is shown in Algorithm 5. One
noteworthy aspect is Line 8, which handles X being in RAM
for PCF-A, and Line 10, which does the same for PCF-B. In
the latter case, only nodes j ∈ Vl should be included in the
hit list, which explains the need for additional pruning. Since
X being in RAM implies that Y is too, Line 11 uses Ni (l)
as the local list. Processing of individual nodes is given by
Algorithm 6, which is identical to the corresponding section
of GSEI, except it finds Z via the hash table rather than from
3
the full graph Gφ
θ .

(6)

k=al

∑

Function FindTriangles (φ̄)
for l = 1 to p do
load Grθ (l) = {(i, Ni (l))} in RAM
build hash table H to map each i to its neighbor list Ni (l)
if φ1 = φ3 then ▹ possible for parts of X to be in RAM
foreach (i, Ni (l)) in RAM do
if method = PCF-A then
X = Ni (l) ▹ unrestricted hit list
else
X = Ni (l) ∩ Vl ▹ restrict hit list to Vl
ProcessOneNode (φ̄, i, X, Ni (l))
while not EOF(Gcθ (l)) do
read one record (i, X, Y ) from companion Gcθ (l)
if Y = ∅ then
Y = H.find(i) ▹ local list must be in RAM
ProcessOneNode (φ̄, i, X, Y )
empty H

(7)

j=al

Balancing in PCF-A and B is equally fast, except the former
3
requires existence of an inverted version of Gφ
θ .
D. Companion Files
The fastest previous implementations [2], [13], [14], [19]
1
use a framework that would scan the entire file Gφ
θ to obtain
φ2
hit lists X and Gθ for local lists Y . When φ1 = φ2 , these
files coincide, which cuts the overhead by half compared to
other vectors φ̄. Nevertheless, the amount of I/O produced by
these schemes is still quite substantial, i.e., mp = m2 /M .
Instead, our approach is to prune lists X, Y to be optimally suited for each partition l and write them into special
companion files Gcθ (l). Each of them, when paired with the
corresponding remote-edge graph Gcθ (l), allows identification
of all triangles with either k (PCF-A) or j (PCF-B) in Vl .
Consider Algorithm 4, which is our one-pass solution to creating both companion and remote-edge files. If tuples {(i, Ni )}
are sorted by the source node i, Lines 3-5 simultaneously
construct the three lists (X, Y, Z) by scanning multiple files
in parallel; otherwise, only methods with φ1 = φ2 = φ3 are
supported. In Lines 7-14, the algorithm prepares the necessary
lists for each partition l. Among these, Line 8 can be explained
5

TABLE II
S UMMARY OF PCF A LGORITHMS U SING R EMOTE G RAPH G+
θ
PCF
1A
2A
6A
1B
2B
6B

Grθ (l)
(y, z) → x
(y, z) → x
z→y
y→x
z→x
z→y

X
z→y
y←z
x←z
z→y
y←z
x←z

Condition
x ∈ Vl
x ∈ Vl
y ∈ Vl
y ∈ Vl
z ∈ Vl
z ∈ Vl

TABLE III
C OMPOSITION OF C OMPANION L ISTS IN PCF

Y′
∅
∅
x←y
z→x
y→x
x←y

PCF
1A
1B
2A
2B
6A
6B

IV. A NALYSIS

A. Overview
From this point on, we parameterize PCF with a specific
φ̄ from Table I by adding the corresponding row index.
As before, we consider only rows 1, 2, 6. When the A/B
designation is non-essential, we omit it. For example, PCF2 refers to φ̄ = (− + +) under both A/B, while PCF-2A
narrows it down to the A partitioning scheme.
This creates the six I/O mechanisms in Table II, where i →
j signifies the out-list neighbor relationship, i.e., j ∈ Ni+ ,
and i ← j the opposite, i.e., j ∈ Ni− . Note that PCF-1A
and 2A place two edges in RAM and load the third one from
disk. This explains why their local list Y is always omitted
from companion files. The remaining four techniques do the
opposite – one edge is contained in Grθ (l) and two in Gcθ (l). In
three of these cases, edge direction is kept the same between
X and Y , which ensures that either X ⊆ Y ′ or Y ′ ⊆ X, with
only one of them actually written to disk. Method PCF-2B is
the lone exception with its X ∩ Y ′ = ∅.
Table III summarizes the pruning rules and specifies the
contents of each companion list. Notice that PCF-1B uses
stricter conditions for achieving X, Y ̸= 0 than PCF-1A and
its X ∪ Y ′ is the same or smaller, which indicates that it
out-performs its counterpart. Assuming θD , further scrutiny
of companion lists in Table III reveals that PCF-1A produces
less I/O than any of the remaining four methods, with PCF6A/6B being essentially identical to each other.

H c (1) ≤
H (2) ≤
c

H c (6) ≤

Additional insight can be gleaned from bounding the size
of companion files. Assume uil is the length of i’s hit list X ′
in Gcθ (l) and vil is that of Y ′ \X ′ . Then, the total amount of
c
companion I/O (in edges) is H c = HX
+ HYc , where
=

uil ,

HYc

i=1 l=1

=

p
n ∑
∑

vil ,

(8)

i=1 l=1

n
∑

|Grθ (l)| = m.

( d+ − 1
)
min i
, p − 1 d+
i ,
2
i=1

n
∑

n
∑
i=1
n
∑

−
min(d+
i , p)di ,

( d− + 1 )
, p d−
min i
i ,
2
i=1

(10)
(11)
(12)

For example, Pareto distributions F (x) = 1 − (1 + x/β)−α
satisfy this requirement iff α > 4/3. For PCF-2 and θRR ,
the rate (13) holds iff α > 1.5 [38]. Note that (13) is strictly
better than m2 /M from prior implementations [2], [13], [14],
[19]. When M is a constant, it is also√better than theoretical
results of [15], [26] whose O(m1.5 / M ) bound cannot be
linear unless M grows at least as fast as m.
Based on Table III, Theorem 2, and symmetry of PCF1A/6B and 1B/6A, Fig. 4 places the I/O of the various methods

and that for remote-edge graphs is
Hr =

Y′
∅
Y
∅
Y · 1i∈V
/ l
Y
Y

−
where d+
i is the out-degree of i and di is the in-degree.
Using [38], we obtain that the I/O bound of PCF-1 is minimized by the descending-degree permutation θD , that of PCF2 by round-robin θRR , and that of PCF-6 by ascending-degree
θA . Furthermore, under their respective optimal permutations,
(11) is strictly worse than (10). The bound of PCF-6 under θA
rivals that of PCF-1 under θD , although it is still slightly higher
due to a less-efficient pruning of overlap between (X, Y ) and
Z. The worst permutations corresponding to (10)-(12) are θA ,
θCRR and θD , respectively [38].
For the asymptotics, let Dn ∼ Fn (x) be the random degree
of a node in a graph of size n. As n → ∞, suppose Fn (x) →
F (x) and let D ∼ F (x). Then, under θD and E[D4/3 ] < ∞,
the scaling rate of (10) is no worse than linear [38]
( m2
)
H c (1) ≤ min
, O(m) .
(13)
M

B. Modeling I/O

p
n ∑
∑

Y
Ni+ ∩ Vl
Ni+ ∩ [1, al+1 )
Ni+ ∩ Vl
Ni+
−
Ni ∩ Vl
Ni− ∩ [1, al+1 )

Since H r is constant for all φ̄, comparison across the
various approaches in Table II needs to involve only H c .
Closed-form derivation of accurate models for (8) currently
appears intractable. Even ballparking the scaling rate is quite
elusive for certain extremely heavy-tailed degree distributions
[38]. Instead, we offer bounds achievable in two worst-case
scenarios and leave more precise modeling for future work.
Assume H c (k) refers to the companion overhead of PCF-k
and consider the next result.
Theorem 2: The PCF I/O complexity (in edges) is upperbounded by

This section examines the introduced methods in comparison to each other. Our objective is to select a technique and
its permutation so as to simultaneously maximize performance
across all four criteria, if possible.

c
HX

X
Ni+ ∩ [al+1 , n]
(Ni+ ∩ Vl ) · 1i≥al+1
Ni−
−
Ni ∩ Vl
Ni− ∩ [al , n]
Ni− ∩ Vl

(9)

i=1
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Permutation
θD
θRR
θA

1A
43.8
94.1
125.7

1B
24.5
83.0
118.4

2A
61.3
51.0
54.8

2B
55.6
51.7
61.7

6A
119.1
83.6
25.5

Companion I/O (billion edges)

TABLE IV
T WITTER I/O ( IN B ILLION E DGES ) U NDER 16 MB OF RAM
6B
126.8
94.2
44.2

in relationship to each other under different permutations.
When we do not differentiate between the PCF variants A/B
of a given method, it is usually because they have similar I/O.
From the picture, it emerges that PCF-1B with θD is globally
the most efficient technique.
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Comparison against prior methods.

the edges into c2 files based on the color of source/destination
nodes. It then combines three files of colors (ij, jk, ki) and
runs MGT over the result. Since the size of each combined
√
subgraph is 3m/c2 , the I/O cost of the method is 9m1.5 / M ,
which accounts for all c3 combinations of triplets (ij, jk, ki).
While
[26] deals with undirected graphs, whose size is
∑n
d
= 2m edges, we assume the method can be applied
i
i=1
to G+
.
Thus,
both MGT and Pagh use m = 1.2B in their
θ
respective models.
The result for Twitter and M → 0 is shown in Fig. 6(a).
After the√initial jump, PCF-1B becomes parallel to Pagh’s
curve 1/ M . Both of them scale significantly better than
MGT’s inverse linear function. In Fig. 6(b) we use random
graphs with a Pareto degree distribution (α = 1.5, E[D] = 30)
to examine the scaling rate of I/O as n → ∞. In this range,
PCF-1B is roughly linear, while the other two methods grow
significantly faster. As n increases, the ratio of MGT to PCF1B jumps from 51 to 219, while that for Pagh from 15.5 to
29.3. To put this in perspective, n = 80M nodes requires 25B
edges of I/O for PCF-1B, 734B for Pagh, and 5.5T for MGT.

C. I/O Comparison
For an illustration of the ideas presented earlier in this
section, we employ the commonly considered Twitter graph
[20] with 41M nodes and m = 1.2B edges. The file occupies
9.3 GB and its adjacency lists contain 2m = 2.4B node IDs.
We start with Table IV, which shows the size of companion
files H c . Observe that the predicted best-case permutations
in each column (highlighted in gray) agree with earlier analysis. Additionally, notice that reversal of θ swaps PCF-A/B,
switches PCF-1 to PCF-6, and maps PCF-2 back to itself.
These effects were expected based on (10)-(12). Even though
PCF-1 and PCF-6 are close under their optimal permutations,
the former comes out ahead for the reasons discussed above.
We now examine how the methods scale as M → 0. We
dismiss PCF-6 due to its similarity to PCF-1. We also fix θD
since it achieves the best CPU cost among the methods in Fig.
2. We vary RAM size from 1 GB down to 1 MB and plot the
result in Fig. 5, where PCF-A cannot go lower than 16 MB
due to inability to fit the largest in-degree into RAM. Observe
that not only is PCF-1 more efficient than PCF-2, but the
gap between the two grows as M decreases. As M → 0 and
p → ∞, both methods converge towards their upper bounds,
which are 150B in (10) and 360B in (11) [38], the figure shows
that PCF-1 is getting there at a slower pace than PCF-2.
We next analyze the scaling rate of our best method PCF1B against the two previous models of I/O. Recall that the
m2 /M technique
was proposed by MGT [14], while the
√
O(m1.5 / M ) bound is due to Pagh et al. [26]. Since there
is no actual implementation for the latter, it is difficult to
assess the constants inside O(.). We thus take some liberty in
assuming how this method would
√ work in practice. It randomly
colors the nodes using c = m/M unique values and splits

D. CPU-I/O Tradeoffs
As it turns out, Fig. 2 splits into 16 different CPU-I/O
complexity classes, i.e., two (A/B) for each of the 8 unique
GI methods, with T6 -L6 being a single entity. In the past, it
was believed that GVI and GLEI were functionally identical.
However, this is not the case when I/O is taken into account.
For example, T1 shares the I/O cost with L1 , but at lower
CPU complexity. Similarly, it shares the CPU cost with L2 L6 , while imposing less I/O. In the same vein, it was unknown
until now whether E1 and E2 were interchangeable. Results
above confirm that they are not.
These observations are emphasized using Table V, where
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TABLE V
CPU-I/O C OMPLEXITY C LASSES IN T WITTER
Under CPU-optimal permutation
Perm
GI
CPU
I/O
θD
T1
150B
24B
L2
150B
56B
T6 -L6
150B
119B
E1
511B
24B
E2
511B
56B
θRR
L1
255B
83B
T2
255B
51B
θCRR
E6
63T
45B

UNDER

16 MB

OF

TABLE VI
S INGLE -C ORE S PEED (I NTEL I 7-3930K @ 4.4 GH Z )

RAM

Under I/O-optimal permutation
Perm
GI
CPU
I/O
θD
T1
150B
24B
L1
360B
24B
E1
511B
24B
θRR
T2
255B
51B
L2
63T
51B
E2
63T
51B
θA
T6 -L6
123T
25B
E6
123T
25B

Hash table
Naive scalar intersection
Branchless intersection
SIMD 32-bit intersection
SIMD 16-bit intersection

Speed (M/sec)
19
264
416
1, 119
1, 801

that scanning edge iterators will remain the best option until
graphs are discovered with significantly larger wn .
V. I MPLEMENTATION

each I/O cell reports the best number achieved by either PCFA or B. Observe that the best GVI is T1 , which exhibits
optimal CPU and I/O complexity under θD . The decision is
also easy for GSEI, where E1 is the top contender. On the other
hand, GLEI must choose which of the two objectives is more
important – L1 has the best I/O and L2 the best CPU cost,
both under θD . Other GLEI combinations are much worse.

We now build a fast implementation of E1B that takes
advantage of SIMD for scanning the lists and PCF-B for I/O.
We call this method PaCiFier and make it available in [10].
A. Intersection

Recalling that PCF-B prunes X such that X ⊆ Vl holds,
while PCF-A does not, the next result follows immediately.
c
Theorem 3: PCF-A issues HX
hit-list lookups and requires
1−φ3
M ≥ maxi di
. PCF-B performs exactly m lookups and
3
requires M ≥ maxi dφ
i .
In graphs with heavy-tailed degree and M ≪ m, it is
c
common that the hit list size HX
≫ m (e.g., see Table
IV). Therefore, for small RAM size, PCF-B should have a
noticeably better CPU performance than PCF-A. In fact, its
number of hash-table hits is optimal as it equals that in RAMonly algorithms.
In terms of restrictions on RAM, all considered methods
PCF-1/2/6 have a plus for φ3 , which means that PCF-A lowerbounds M by the largest in-degree, while PCF-B by the largest
out-degree.
It is well-known that θD keeps the latter no larger
√
than 2m; however, its maximum in-degree equals maxi di ,
which can be significantly higher, i.e., up to n − 1. Therefore,
PCF-B under θD is definitively less restrictive than PCF-A.

Since E1B spends almost all of its CPU time on intersection,
it is crucial to address this bottleneck first. With support for
SIMD in modern CPUs, we can exploit data-level parallelism
and achieve a significant speedup compared to traditional
CPU-based methods. We adopt the technique from [31], which
utilizes STTNI intrinsics from SSE 4.2. While 32-bit intersection is fast, better results can be procured by compressing
labels into 16-bit numbers. This works well because all
vertices are sequentially relabeled and adjacency lists are
kept in ascending order. Besides almost doubling intersection
speed, this method reduces graph size by approximately 50%.
For lists that are shorter than some threshold (e.g., 16),
both compression and 16-bit intersection do not work well.
In these cases, we keep the lists in 32-bit format and apply
the branchless scalar (i.e., non-SIMD) intersection from [16].
A benchmark of these operations together with the Google
Hash Table are shown in Table VI. With 1.8B operations/sec,
PaCiFier’s ratio s is a whopping 94.7. This places even more
doubt that T1B will be competitive in the near future, especially
given that RAM bandwidth scales much faster than latency
[29], i.e., s will continue increasing.

F. Summary

B. Relabeling and Orientation

From the analysis above, two methods T1B and E1B emerge
as clear winners within their respective classes (i.e., hash
tables and scanning intersection). Among the 18 methods,
they achieve the smallest companion I/O, perform the minimal
number of hit-list lookups, impose the lowest RAM require3
ments, do not need to invert Gφ
θ during creation of {Vl }, and
obtain (X, Y, Z) from a single file in Algorithm 4.
We next consider which of them has a smaller runtime.
There are two aspects involved – the relative CPU cost

For degree-based permutations, prior work sorts pairs (degree, ID) to establish a total order. This becomes a major
bottleneck in preprocessing, especially for large graphs where
these tuples do not fit in RAM. In contrast, we use a novel
approach that decides the new labels without sorting the nodes.
We first accumulate a histogram of degree frequency in one
pass over pairs (i, di ), which are kept separately from the
adjacency lists {Ni }. Using a prefix sum of the histogram,
we then establish the starting IDs for nodes of each unique
degree value. Performing another scan of the tuples, we find
the degree of each source node i in the histogram and create
a mapping from old labels to the corresponding new IDs.
If the mapping fits in RAM, PaCiFier performs a scan
over the adjacency lists and rewrites all edges in one-pass.
Otherwise, it changes the source nodes, inverts the graph, and
updates the source nodes again.

E. Lookups and Minimum RAM

wn :=

cn (E1 , θD )
cn (T1 , θD )

(14)

and the relative speed s = r(E1 )/r(T1 ). While [38] proves
existence of random graphs where wn → ∞ as n → ∞, ratio
wn is only 2 − 3 in real graphs commonly studied in this area.
Given that s is at least 20 on modern CPUs, it is conclusive
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TABLE VII
DATASET P ROPERTIES
Graph
WebUK
Twitter
Yahoo
IRL-domain
IRL-host
IRL-IP
ClueWeb

Nodes (n)
62,338,347
41,652,230
720,242,173
86,534,416
641,982,060
1,588,925
8,179,508,503

Degree sum (2m)
1,877,431,056
2,405,026,390
12,869,122,070
3,416,273,404
12,872,821,328
1,636,848,800
102,394,528,124

Triangles
179,076,331,071
34,824,916,864
85,782,928,684
112,797,037,447
437,436,899,269
1,032,158,059,864
879,280,163,294

wn
1.99
3.38
1.47
3.63
2.85
3.17
2.00

cn (E1 , θD )
364B
511B
433B
1.4T
2.6T
4.2T
3.0T

Size
7.5 GB
9.3 GB
53.3 GB
13.3 GB
52.7 GB
6.1 GB
358 GB

E[di ]
30.1
57.7
17.9
39.5
20.1
1,030
12.5

maxi di
48,822
2,997,487
7,637,656
2,948,635
5,475,377
669,776
44,383,637

maxi d+
i
5,692
4,102
1,540
4,481
4,516
8,915
1,747

TABLE VIII
P REPROCESSING T IME (S ECONDS )

C. Evaluation Setup and Datasets
Experiments use a six-core Intel i7-3930K @ 4.4 GHz,
Asus Rampage IV Extreme motherboard, and quad-channel
DDR3 RAM @ 2133 MHz. We compare PaCiFier against four
methods with available implementations – RGP [7], DGP [7],
MGT [14], and PDTL [13]. For the first three techniques, we
use a multi-threaded binary shared by the authors of [14].
We employ three standard graphs in the field – WebUK
[14], Twitter [20], and Yahoo [39]. To cover a wider variety
of options, we add two web crawls: IRLbot [22] and ClueWeb
[8]. Out of the former, we extract domain, host, and IP-level
graphs. The original ClueWeb dataset published online [8]
does not contain any dynamic links and is limited to 7.9B
edges [28]. We remedy this problem by running our HTML
parser over all pages, which yields a much larger graph with
102B links. The new files can be downloaded from [10].
Table VII summarizes statistics of the graphs, where the old
datasets require billion-scale intersection cost cn (E1 , θD ) and
the new ones trillion-scale. The densest graph IRL-IP has an
average degree 1,030, contains over 1T triangles, and requires
4.2T intersection operations. ClueWeb comes in at a hefty 358
GB, but neither its number of triangles nor CPU cost can top
those of IRL-IP. Also note that the longest out-list in the table
occupies just 35 KB of RAM, far smaller than the longest
undirected neighbor set (i.e., 177 MB).

Graph
WebUK
Twitter
Yahoo
IRL-domain
IRL-host
IRL-IP
ClueWeb

MGT
36.9
88.9
295
149
736
33.9
8,192

PDTL
24.5
38.4
276
61.9
456
19.1
19,502

TABLE IX
RUNTIME (S ECONDS ) W ITH 8 GB
Graph
WebUK
Twitter
Yahoo
IRL-domain
IRL-host
IRL-IP
ClueWeb

RGP
1,299
10,300
31,945
17,717
–
–
–

DGP
891
9,814
13,990
16,919
–
–
–

MGT
599
2,238
1,080
5,946
11,099
18,617
*

PaCiFier
14.7
24.5
149
31.8
221
8.5
962

OF

RAM

PDTL
93.6
327
619
849
1,773
2,358
13,782

PaCiFier
17.1
63.4
79.2
148
367
237
1,737

latter graph, PaCiFier finds 1T triangles in 237 seconds, which
translates into 17.7B neighbor checks/sec and 4.3B discovered
triangles/sec using all six cores. Compared to PDTL, which is
an optimized version of E1 with MGT’s partitioning scheme,
PaCiFier achieves a 5 − 10× faster runtime.
The number of found triangles is consistent across the methods, except RGP/DGP fail to finish within 12 hours on several
graphs, which we indicate with a dash. Additionally, MGT
quits with an unrealistically small number of triangles (i.e.,
170M) after spending 24K seconds on ClueWeb, which we
show with an asterisk. Its traces point toward early termination
before processing all of the partitions; however, unavailability
of the source code prevents further analysis.

D. Preprocessing Time
RGP/DGP do not require preprocessing, while the other
three methods manipulates the input graph G into a suitable
format prior to actual listing of triangles. It is common to time
the two phases separately, especially since the former can be
performed once and the latter repeated many times on the same
preprocessed data. Table VIII shows the result using a RAID
system capable of reads at 1 GB/s. Even though PaCiFier is
the only one performing both relabeling and orientation, its
usage of the histogram to avoid sorting makes it 2 − 8 times
faster than MGT and up to 20 times faster than PDTL.

F. I/O Complexity
For comparison of disk activity, we use the exact model
m⌈m/M ⌉ for MGT/PDTL and compute the size of all companion files in PaCiFier by running Algorithm 4. Although
DGP/RGP share the same Θ(m2 /M ) asymptotic cost with
MGT, these methods require two orders of magnitude more
I/O due to slow convergence, which we omit from analysis.
Instead, we contrast against MapReduce methods GP [34] and
TTP [27] using the models developed in the latter paper.
Table X shows the I/O in bytes on the two largest graphs
under consideration. PaCiFier starts off beating GP/TTP by a
factor of 32 − 78 and MGT/PDTL by a factor of 3.7 − 9. This

E. Triangle-Listing Time
We run the next set of tests using an 8-GB RAM constraint,
which ensures that I/O is not a bottleneck for our RAID. As a
result, Table IX presents an evaluation of pure CPU efficiency
of each algorithm. PaCiFier’s performance is determined by
the length of neighbor lists, i.e., efficiency of SIMD scanning.
Compared to MGT, which implements T1 , its speedup varies
from a factor of 13.6 on Yahoo to 78.6 on IRL-IP. In the
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TABLE X
I/O C OMPARISON
Graph
Yahoo
(in GB)
ClueWeb
(in TB)

RAM (MB)
4,096
1,024
256
4,096
1,024
256

GP
3,271
7,632
16,408
68.4
141.7
291.1

TTP
1,599
3,198
6,663
27.9
55.9
113.6

MGT/PDTL
177.6
710.2
2,841
7.82
31.3
125
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47.6
64.8
84.4
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advantage keeps accumulating as M decreases. Eventually,
PaCiFier develops a 58 − 195× lead over the former and
34 − 64× over the latter as M reaches 256 MB. In the last
scenario, the I/O phase of MGT/PDTL would require 34.5
hours to finish ClueWeb using our 1 GB/s RAID. With a
magnetic hard drive (i.e., 100 MB/s read speed), this would
take over two weeks. On the other hand, PaCiFier lowers these
numbers to 32 minutes and 5.3 hours, respectively.
VI. C ONCLUSION
The paper created a taxonomy of 18 triangle-listing methods
using a unifying framework called Generalized Iterators (GI),
developed a new set of algorithms called Pruned Companion
Files (PCF) for external-memory operation of GI, and showed
that it possessed better complexity than current implementations in the field. It then determined which of the 18 methods
was the most efficient when both CPU and I/O objectives
were taken into account and created a working solution that
exhibited 5 − 10× smaller runtime and orders of magnitude
less I/O compared to the best previous technique.
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